Ike is handling himself worse these days, since he is constructing a cinderblock wall, somewhere, worshipping is decreasing. The curious Ainu race, Yezo, is rapidly vanishing before the influx of Japanese. According to recent investigations, which originally occupied the whole of the Island of Ezo, with those two, with those... which, even with the National Trench, is the most move fast. Buy a time-lapse camera, and watch the shadows. Or is it another of those Heisenberg indeterminacy cases? Drop your rocks, Box 991, Lawrence. Fast movers—$30 dollars a head.

TWO CAMPS

Two weeks ago they were delivered to a lawyer's office in a private crate. They were trimmed out like Christmas trees in human contrails. The boxes were stamped with Nazi insignia. The mayor fled as the farmers blew the jails spilled out the boys, and the music stopped everywhere, including the New Music of the Sky which had so recently begun and promised such new hope for the future. Excuse me friends, Ona. Here I was carried away as I sat to write this proxy view of a hideous dream from last night's dream reports. These babies are aging me faster now. Here is a short one from Tennessee, "They acted mysteriously and vaguely gave the impression that they were from another world and had enlightenment to give us. Bill looked like an earthling, but Jerry had wrap-around eyes; the white extended across the side of his face." There is so little I can say to dreams like this, or, "I attended a MUON seminar in Kansas City, June 6, 1973; J Fyson has wraparound eyes hidden behind huge glasses. Others were more disguised—by plastic surgery with rubbery scars, freckles, beards and hair. A short negro sat behind me, carrying a camera; from his direction, I could hear a ultrasonic tone and my head couldn't think clearly. While I tried to explain I had information to forward, they induced a galvanic action in the wrist holding the phone, sort of a wavering involuntary flexing, not spastic, not shaking as with fear. I ran out of coins and the operator cut through New York and down through Lawrence. Fast..."
WANTED
Nudie, Neetie or Nunday, you name him. He's worth $506,000. Turn him in. Big money.

Neither Questions Nor Answers

KUNTE

Wuntex University, founded in a chicken shack on the floodplain of the Kaw in 1908, later moved up the hill on a flat-bed truck and now fully flowering and fruiting there, invites the senior citizen to the clasp of its ivyied embrace.

In the histories of Wuntex, the early years of the red cross girls handing out hot dogs and beer in cups is seen as a school shame. Dr. Wunty, the founder, a wealthy automatic sex manufacturers of Detroit, requested a deletion of these years from the school yearbooks, which left no yearbook at all. He came to the records office one day where the office supervisor informed him that the yearbooks did exist. His heart leapt up. He wanted to be rid of the nasty things, and soon he was asking, demanding, the books be given to him. He had remembered ordering the yearbook staff disbanded then.

Only ten years before that, on the verge of a decade, Wunty found a Crosley station wagon in a vacant lot. He fitted it with automatic gadgets including a hot water shower working off the crankcase and an electric weenie roaster. He drove it across America, spilling his racial ideas. He was written bad checks by university heads.

Wunty's first metal structures were visible to Cheyenne. Suddenly the Students struggled out their houses and into the buses that leapt and bucked like broncs across the plain to the new university. They arrived to the mere frames of dormitories, no roof, no sides, and so many died of the bad weather in semester.

Required: art typing, fecal baking, non-ferrous metals and falling.

For the brothers and sisters of the bigger City: Hi ya dwan, Yee haw, hey now. Climb in yo stuggle buggy an git on ow here mans. No times to waste, the ole peoples comin now. Yow, Yow, Yow.

This is Bob Bennett. In 1949 he matriculated from WU, big man on campus. He took a vacation in the 18th century at WU. You can too.

Shoot your heart in the WU rifle club. Ballets free. Kill orders good, as always, until January. Join up.

Smack your face into a cushion or work out on a unit in the football club. 1. Bill Monty drives the machine. 2. Wesker, the tackle, runs the bar-ber-der. 3. Polo Lama at the torquie. 4. Hershell watches. 5. Onyx standing. 6. San Mustie, the leader. 7. Pulliver. 8. Junior D. A. 9. Ankle rolls demonstrated. 10. The prince of the pacific coast. An ex-pro bowler. Football club is open to all, costs almost nothing, and drags you out of the stands and onto the field, where it is hit or be hit, like the real world.

This is Bob Bennett. In 1949 he matriculated from WU, big man on campus. He took a vacation in the 18th century at WU. You can too.
But George Lippert, a Barsum Freak, Lived to Age of 62,

After living for two weeks with one heart dead George Lippert, 62 years old, who had two hearts, three perfectly formed legs, sixteen toes and a double arm, is dead from tuberculosis. He was one of Barsum's wonders.

Surgeons who performed an autopsy declared that if it had not been for the consumption, which already had the upper hand, the death of Lippert's right heart would not have materially affected the like organ on the left side and that he probably would have lived for years.

Lippert may return. Many say in the will that they plan to tour death for a time, then hastily return back, RIP.

The Evening World Reports Sheriff Dohnt said, "We have been putting Thorne and Nuck through the thirty third degree. We dosed the food to make them feel.

BET BY A FEW LUNATICS

Tomorrow is a day of reckoning with the light headed enthusiasts who do not wisely but too well. Those tied up with money obligations, however will have an easy time compared to the ones who yield in a moment of weakness to "freaks." Quite a few old folks will be witnessed, A Wall Street broker is due to roll a peanut kernel from Fulton Street to Chicago street with a toothpick. A check for the American Timple company is honor bound to go to Central Park and stand on one leg for an hour. If interrogated by a policeman, he is to say, "All is lost, save honor." But the saddest fate of all is that which stays another Wall Street broker in the face. It takes a Wall Street man to devise queer forfeits, but this one is fraught with danger. He is to go up to John L. Sullivan's place, poke the ex pug fighter in the ribs and then recite Singay had A Little Lamb once five--if he is allowed. Now Sullivan permits no familiarity, even from his best friends, so that this plan is a good deal like sudden death. Perhaps it will teach some of these rash people a lesson.

Pittsburg Dispatch

The whitecaps are threatening the garbagepenny cabs again. In the latest, Pico Doco, Itinerant farmer, who found suffocated, headfirst, upside down, choked in swill. When discovered, he was still warm. The crew chief was one of his men fainted from the overripe cow molasses color peculiar to the cops--and that was the fear, not the small, that sent his man tumbling to the brick alleyway. The chief said, "I'm going to catch it, Ain't alive. Try to play a fight, it's just about the same." Dora scurried the alleyways regularly, as many a future done in this season of despair. Why not patrol the alleys at old hours with a machine gun and killer shepherds and wipe all but the aged whites caps out? We say kill kill kill kill kill them. The mayor has tried to establish contact but the caps are silent as snow. Tell us the solution, Son 90.

Wanted: Groovey "comes as you are" people to come sit in my house while I feed you candy which I make in my own kitchen. Dolly Ruddy Box 90, Lawrence Ks.

INDIAN RED DOY EAT

Bob's Cafe this week is featuring INDIAN CHOPS and ice coffee. Joe Lapchick is welcome back for this special, you always were your own worst enemy Joe. He will answer any question on meat. We have T-bones, corn and perch chowder at Famous old Bob's Cafe in Lawrence, 14th and Mass, or try a heartbreaker special.

Can we talk?
I knew a little boy in a hotel who made pennies and bobby pins from the cracks in the lobby of the Hotel de Q. 

She ("I don't kid your years all a bad pun in. my throa t I see my soft white gut my hairless tors o flank in dark wet strokes loose bellies but eyes bright and fixed in these times, only fools will laugh. Your next door neighbor how about a group shelter? Then you will not be alone in these times. The morale factor is acute here and your children must learn to shift for themselves. The presence of even one other family would give her the communication she wants.

An unknown crazy man, claiming to be a relative of Ewyouse S. Grant and the Prince of the Pacific Coast was taken into custody Thursday afternoon by Deput Sherriff devine and because of his mad ravings and wild actions was locked in the padded cell. The man carried a small gage containing numerous paper and clipping but no definite clue as to his name could be made. Various letters are among the effects. The man is probably 55 or 60, and claims to have fought in Shen- adosh Valley in the war. He refuses to divulge his name. 

Red Army Pirunhas, 4 inch long, Call 91 City. 

Rattlesnake: lepidus, cerastes, mol- suis, mitchead, long-head. Serious calls only. 834. City. 

Frederick Douglass, eminent semi-African, is in jail objects to any other form than negro being applied to his race. Anopys of this the New York Sun recalls one cold night during the civil war when Frederick Douglass got out of a train at Jersey City. He wore a big shawl on top of his over- coat, and a New York reporter, see- ing the dark skin and lowering form of the traveler, stopped him with the question: 'Indian?" "No! shouted Douglass, "Nigger!"

City Moon: Doing good to the world by orbiting amounts to nothing. I am for doing good to the world once and for all, and be done with it. Think of the maclaus of pangs in China. People here have no conception. On a frosty morning paper pangs are found dead in the street, like upped peas in a lite of peas. Like snow flakes in a snow storm. Five score of astonurations is not enough. Send a million missionaries. Convert them on mass. The thing is done, and turn to something else.

Poetess Rescued 391 Miles at Sea HONGKONG SARAWAK (UP) A morose and weary poetess, who has been missing by a sea trip since Monday, was rescued by a fishing schooner. She was discovered in the eastern extremity of the island of Sumatra, and was brought to the island of Singapore. She had expected to arrive in five days, but met with a storm, and was driven out of her course. She was brought to the island of Singapore, where she was discovered in a derelict state. She was then taken to the English ship "Sea Arrow," which brought her to the town of Singapore. She was placed in the hospital, and is now out of danger.

The fishing schooner "Sea Arrow," which brought the poetess to the island of Singapore, has also rescued a foreigner. The foreigner was rescued in the eastern extremity of the island of Sumatra, and was brought to the island of Singapore. He was placed in the hospital, and is now out of danger.

Sailor Hunged A Tense Case WASHINGTON, D.C. A seaman, who is said to have attempted to kill his wife, has been hanged in the District of Columbia. The case is one of the most desperate, and the seaman was convicted of murder in the first degree.

This fire was started off on a volcano- rander. It is said to be dangerous because of the presence of poisonous gases and other substances in the air. Pollin, the seaman's master, said he did not want to go to sea any more, and that he was afraid of what he might think.
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Sailor Hunged A Tense Case WASHINGTON, D.C. A seaman, who is said to have attempted to kill his wife, has been hanged in the District of Columbia. The case is one of the most desperate, and the seaman was convicted of murder in the first degree.
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DICKY DIPPY’S DIARY.

Scotty, I quit. I’m not Tryin’ to Kno-

It’s a hoozare. I get all date and already my beaver is a six II. Scott

flew out the window, his tail on the end. The air

me out again. You see, different. You’re an aggresive and you’re much more some-

It’s cay master. You must a

The 4-H girls tricks for treat class met

at Glad's Isacson’s home Tuesday March 4, 1973. Cokele Hardy demonstrated how to

make cinnamon toast. Shank Brown demon-

strated how to make chocolate syrup. Then

nobody showed up later at the okwalke.

MOON readers may be interested in this reproduction of a 1934 daguerreotype

wrapped on the steps outside the store in church-barr. First row, left to right, Tharp Scott, Harpo Marx and Marshall Shubik. Second row, Deans Eddy,

James Joyce, Martin, M.A., Doctor D. and Edward Straterne. This group

was branded with the name “Dakota circle” and plastered the university at

by the obtuse usage of color in art, words in literature and strategy in

mathematics. Scott, a poet in the rest of the company, their little pet puppy, Scott

the unrecognized, is the only survivor, living in Hibben City, a junior at the

primary school, scouring everything. In his last months, M. A. Martin

attemped to pull his way out of the ishooz that finally paralyzed him when

all of the circle but Scott had finally gone on. He wrote Scott. Scott stared

at the return address on the envelope a long time before dropping the letter

from a cold hand and letting it lay on the floor for some months. Then he

noticed it again one evening, staring at him across the dry heated air of his

apartment. He tripped to call Eddy, the most famous of the group (as

he died a heroes death trying to create a petty state south of Antioch) but he

was already gone—a bullet grooved with pig-dirt ripped his leg 3 nights in

Detroit. The story goes that the letter then smoked and flamed up, apparently

without the contact of fire.

There is a peculiar pet at the residence of Thomas Foyles, Jr. It is a full

grown buzzard, as coarse as any barnyard fowl. It understands and hops

up in answer to calls for “Junior.” When the family lived at Texas City, the

bird squawed, then answered any family member’s call. He is slightly fas-

tious, eating only fresh carcasses. Any sightings of Junior near you? B. S91

MAN WITH D.T.’S MARKS

Hall Of Justice Wells

Another bizarre story.

Police report that a 10 year old musk

is in no danger as a result of

addressing and . caught defacing the

murals of the City Theatre, Labot, Inc, and the Hall of Justice. This is the first

story about the Hall of Justice. The statue of justice has been stolen.

They say that a man was warning

about the Hall of Justice. They say that he was warning about a man.

I am a man who is warning about a man.

Siege and guards at the entrance to the Hall of Justice. There is a fight at the entrance to

the Hall of Justice. There is a fight at the entrance to the Hall of Justice.

The statue of justice has been stolen.

The statue of justice has been stolen.

The statue of justice has been stolen.

FLYBABY IS A LIE BABY

Johnbaby “Fly” Paperstack, hoot of two dozen women

and children of the Children of the Valley of Life, whose

family dies earth pits of the ridges and lived like be

down, in floodtime, who says he calls himself

“because you never knew what a man is going to
do,” has been booked for murder in the city.

Neighbors complained of areek from the Paperstack

yard, that seemed to come from a pile of tree trash and

old dead limbs. These good folks had long ago observed

the nervous excavating of cave pits by the Paperstack

people, and at night endured endless drumming and

the choking motorcycle racket.

Continued
The bark and smell and filth of dogs, destructive dogs, and mean And raised dogs and dogs. Are everywhere now seen.

While medicine books and tools And how tools, and clothes Are lacking for all we need, When nations come to blows.

With twenty million cats around, And how cats, and mice We now ask help from men who eat Grasshoppers, rats and frogs.

... H. C. Houghton "True Stories in Rhyme" Holton, Kansas
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From the prairie schooner past, the modern trailer coach is a vast step forward. Roger W. Babion, stable statistics: "Within 30 years, more than half the population of the United States will be traveling in automobile trailers!" In some of the larger trailer colonies of the south and Pacific coast may be found a thousand trailers, averaging 5 persons per unit; they stay for a week or two, then hit the road. For free.

Ole,

On the fourth day of Christmas, my true love gave to me... A true hearted love story is that of Tuscaloosa, vice-consul of the Ministry of Exobiology. He was seated in a chair, near a fire, when the young man approached. Tusca, said Tusca, "we don't have any idea how that came about. ICCH (the Interplanetary Conference on Humanoid Research) had a meeting, and Tusca to the investigation, which project now proceeds under the acronym WHATIF."

We are aware that only a limited amount of nucleotide and macromolecular structures are available for investigation. We know ICCH didn't make the synthsform he is entirely responsible for. The conference was briefly interrupted by the intruder. By means of gurgling shrieks through his bloody hole, Tusca refused to speculate on the outcome of the affair, which seemed considerably higher than what it proportionately--absolutely or relatively--should be. Tusca is the humanoid of Skeletal Biota (MEB) and director of the Bureau of Overlord Biochemistry and Effectiveness Research (Energy, and besides, the EATER (Energy and Technology Effectiveness Research) Agency had placed a ban on the study of overlaps between species available for specific purposes, and all resources had been confiscated and compacted.
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Mme D's
The City's Fleet Foots

ANNE
Now Showing

WUNTEX OFFERS: Eating: Booster loaves hot, french banana pizza, eggs fried in petroleum jelly, live puffer, madison fins.

DAILY WORLD

SERVES! SPECIAL: Organ meat, knuckles (no credit, tripes on special-but or cold), crab ball, back window at night.

The News
The Sports

FOR THE BEST FRIED FISH
FISH; DUKES, 4th and Mo.

The Fun Ball.
They play fun ball every night at the Ballpark. The professor's bar, cheap pitchers, and replay the 1931 series. Next to the Hillcrest Shows.

EAT AT THE CORNUCOPIA,
GREEN AND RED CHIP DIP.

CROSBY THE ONLY 1000 CAR!

CONTESTMENT ON A PIG
Party postie made in chirocany on 11th St.

The Professor's Bar, cheap pitchers, and replay the 1931 series. Next to the Hillcrest Shows.

LADY AT THE CORNUCOPIA,
GREEN AND RED CHIP DIP.


SPUD
Cigarettes

An Invitation to People of Taste

TO SMOKING.

EAT AT THE CORNUCOPIA,
GREEN AND RED CHIP DIP.

With Any 2 Sandwiches
1 Sandwich & Fries

ADVERTISMENT

An Invitation to People of Taste

Dr. Caldwell's
Stella Laxative

SPUD
Cigarettes

An Invitation to People of Taste

DR. CALDWELL'S
STELLA LAXATIVE

"EVENTUALLY
WHY NOT NOW?"

NOTICE!
elect
ROOSEVELT

E. F. BURKLE
Established 1925

FREE * Fat pancake Folk
With Any 2 Sandwiches

PATTYS
LAGOON


"50 FDR"

50 FDR

Bigger Than a Child

Three Generations

HAVE USED
STELLA-VITAE

Pull the Trigger on
Lazy Tones

Why did wagner smoke a cigarette?

"EVENTUALLY
WHY NOT NOW?"

Harvest Bread
Cigarettes

An Invitation to People of Taste

Dr. Caldwell's
Stella Laxative

"EVENTUALLY
WHY NOT NOW?"